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Abstract
We introduce an alternative occurrence net semantics of STsystems which al
lows for arbitrary markings and arc weights Our denition a branching version
of Voglers 	
 execution semantics will work for general systems including un
bounded ones and arc weights greater than one Also the principles in constructing
the unfolding are dierent making the denition more general and presumably
exible to include future extensions to dierent net classes
Keywords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 Introduction
The branching process semantics has been introduced by Nielsen Plotkin
and Winskel  and Engelfriet  Branching Processes BPs for short give a
partial order representation of system behavior by means of an unfolding into
an occurrence net McMillan 	 Esparza 
 and EsparzaRomerVogler 
 have used BPs to decide system properties whilst avoiding state explosion
Our denition a branching version of Voglers  execution semantics will
work for general systems including unbounded ones and arc weights greater
than one Also the principles in constructing the unfolding are dierent
making the denition more general and presumably exible to include future
extensions to dierent net classes
 Denition
We begin by stating the denitions and terminology
Denition  A net is a quadruple N  S T FW  such that

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i S is a set of places
ii T a set of transitions such that S  T  
iii F  S  T   T  S a set of arcs and
iv W  S  T   T  S IN

an arc weight function
such that W x y   i x y  F 
N is ordinary i W x y   for all x y  F 
Adding markings and their dynamics on obtains systems
Denition  For any net N  S T FW  any mapping M  S  IN

is
called amarking A net system is a pair   N M

 whereN  S T FW 
is a net and M

 S  IN

a marking called the initial marking of  t  T
is enabled in a marking M i for all s  S Ms 	 W s t If t is enabled
in M  the ring of t leads to a new marking M

 in short M tiM

 i for all
s  S M

satises
M

sMs
W s t W t s
We denote the set of transitions enabled in M by ENABM and dene the
reachability set of M as
REACHM  f

M  S  IN

 t

  t
n
 T M

 M
n
 S  IN


M t

iM

t

it
n
iM
n


Mg
For ordinary nets we will suppress W in the notation
Denition  ForN  S T FW  set  F

and F

 For x  S  T 
set
Fx  fy  y x  Fg xF  fy  x y  Fg FxF  Fx  xF
The conict relation  is given by xy i there exist s  S and t

 t

 sF
such that t

 t

 t

 x and t

 y
The interpretation justifying the notion of conict will be given below for
a more specialized context
Denition 	 An ordinary petri net N  BE F  is an occurrence net
or ON for short i
i no backward branching jFbj   for all b  B
ii Acyclicity x  x for all x  B  E and
iii absence of self
conict xx for all x  B  E
If also jbF j   for all b  B N is called a causal net or CN For an ON N 
set
i x li y i x  y or y  x and
ii x co y i x  y and neither x li y
Denote the set of maximal co
cliques by CUT SN  and set
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Fig  A safe system with BP in the Engelfriet sense
SCUT SN   CUT SN   PS further denote the set of maximal li
cliques
by LINESN   The following properties are easily veried
Lemma  If N  BE F  is an ON the following holds
i  is a partial order ie irreexive and transitive
ii li co and  are symmetric and irreexive
iii with id  fx x  x  B  Eg the product set B  E B  E is the
disjoint union of id li co and 
Moreover N is a CN i  is empty 
Informally speaking Branching processes BPs are unfoldings of Petri net
systems into occurrence nets obtained from the ring rule
Engelfriets  denition of BPs requires that N is ordinary and the initial
marking contains at most one token per place An Engelfriet BP of  is a pair


N  p where
i

N  BE

F  is an ON such that min

N   SCUT S

N  
ii p  B  E  S  T a labeling function such that
a pB  S and pE  T 
b for all e  E p induces an isomorphism between the subnets spanned
by

Fe

F  feg and FtF  ftg where pe  t
c  e

 e

 E  

Fe



Fe

 pe

  pe

 e

 e

 and
d p
j
min

N 
is a bijection from min

N  to m


Figure  illustrates the construction of BPs
We generalize that denition to include general markings and general arc
weights
Denition  Let   N M

 be a system with N  S T FW   A
generalized branching process of  is a triple   

N  p l where

N 
BE

F  is an ON with min

N   SCUT S

N  and
p  B  E S  T   l  B  IN
are mappings such that
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Fig  Maximal BP of a system with nontrivial arc weights
i pB  S and pE  T 
ii  e

 e

 E  

Fe



Fe

 pe

  pe

 e

 e


iii p
j
min

N 
is a bijection between min

N  and S
iv  b  min

N   lb  M

pb
v  e  E with pe  t
a for any s  FtF there exists a unique b

 b

  

Fe e

F  such that
pb

  pb

  s
b For all e  E and b

 b

according to part a
lb

 	 W pb

 pe and
lb

  lb


W pb

 pe W pe pb


vi  b

 b

 B  b

co b

 pb

  pb

 
Thus in our denition a ring of transition t is reected in such a way that
ts pre and postdomain are jointly represented by corresponding conditions
both in the pre and the postdomain of the corresponding event in the BP
The structural mapping p encodes the twofold eect of any transition forward
and backward whereas l encodes the marking behavior In particular the
BP semantics is generated by the quantitative change of markings in N  the
identity of a given token the history of the way past conicts have been
resolved is ignored by p and l as it is ignored by the ring rule of Petri nets
For BPs the relations from Denition 
 have a meaning in terms of
local aspects of the system behavior x li y means that the events or place
markings represented by x and y are causally ordered For xy both are
incompatible i e reaching x entails never reaching y in past present or
future although equivalent elements may be attainable For x co y x and
y are concurrent in a narrow sense As an example consider gure 
 The
nal markings reachable are M

and M

 where
M

a  M

b  M

d   M

c   M

e  

andM

a  
 M

b  M

d  M

c   M

e  
 

this corresponds to the cuts


 fa


 b


 c


 d


 e


g and 

 fa


 b


 c


 d


 e


g
in the branching process  In fact the BP here is maximal
Let us turn towards some other aspects of the semantics In gure 

transitions  and  are  in some way in conict with one another depending
on the situation in the initial marking depicted they may re in parallel but
after one of them has red  and  battle over the remaining token on b
The conict situation is as expected represented by conict in the BP Now
the parallelism is reected in the BP by the presence of all orderings of the
corresponding events in respectively those branches of the process in which
both occur
On the other hand true concurrency  by which we mean the absence of
ordering between events  arises i the extensions are disjoint consider  and
 All pairs of their occurrences are co pairs in the BP this is the case  and
is only possible  for each pair t

 t

of transitions if Ft

F  Ft

F  
So we have all in all four dierent ways in which two occurrences e

and
e

of transitions t

 t

can be related to one another
i causal ordering reected by li 
ii conict 
iii parallelism Ft

F Ft

F   but the common upstream places contain
enough tokens to allow both t

and t

to re in this case the event rep
resenting ring of t

will occur before that for t

in some of the branches
in the BP and with the order reversed in others and nally 
iv concurrency Ft

F  Ft

F   and hence e

co e


Note that case iii can arise even between a transition and itself ie t


t

 whereas obviously case iv cannot
Returning to the previous discussion we may say that a collection t

 t
n
of two or more transitions accessing the same place resource variable  are
in proper conict only if the resources are too limited to allow t

through t
n
to
re Otherwise t

 t
n
may re in arbitrary order and with repetitions self
parallelism Put less formally conict is parallelism under limited resources
BPs represent by true concurrency only those situations in which transi
tions are completely independent parallelism is reected by interchangeabil	
ity ie the presence of all conceivable causal orderings of events representing
t

 t
n
as above The semantical dierences we just discussed are one justi
cation for the dierences in treating independence and parallelism another is
illustrated in gure 
In the system on the left transitions q r s are pairwise parallel but at most
two of them can actually re on the right hand side their counterparts are
independent both pairwise and jointly since each of them is enabled regardless
of the two others behavior Thus parallelism lacks the relational property
of upward inheritance see Haar  while true concurrency  independence

qr
s
q
r
s
Fig  Dierence between parallelism and independence
here  is upward hereditary Therefore it is in order to maintain a formal
distinction between merely parallel and independent collections of transitions
as BPs do  We have now prepared the ground for dening steps
Denition  Let   N  m

 with N  S TW  and   

N  p l
where

N  BE

F  be a BP of 
i   T is a step at a marking m i   ENABm i e
 s  S  
t
W s tms
ii   E is a pseudo	step at an Scut c i all events of  are simultaneously
pseudo	
reable ie
 b  c  
e
W pb pe lb
We will denote the set of events pseudoreable in c by ENABc
Theorem  If c  B is a clique of co it is also a pseudo	step
Proof Suppose there exists b  c such that

e
W pb pe lb
If b

F contains only one element e

  this is a contradiction since the con
struction of the BP ensures W pb pe  lb If on the other hand there
exist two distinct e

 e

   b

F  then e

e

contradicting the assumption
that c is a clique of co 
Theorem 
 can not be strengthened to saying that pc was a step in
 To see the point consider gure  While on the left   and  are
all pairwise concurrently enabled  as multiply witnessed by the BP on the
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Fig  On Concurrency
right  f  g is not a step This marks once again the gap between the
parallelism and independence aspects of concurrency
 Properties of BPs
We continue with some general structural results for ONs
Theorem  Let

N  BE

F  be an ON
i For all e  E and x  B  E 
 feg such that x co e x co b for any
b 

Fe

F 
ii For all e  E and x  B  E
 feg such that x co b for any b 

Fe
x co e
iii For all e  E and x  B  E
 feg such that x co b for any b  e

F 
x co e
iv For all c  SCUT S

N  and e  E such that

Fe  c set c

 c


Fe  e

F 
Then c  SCUT S

N 
Proof Part i First take b 

Fe such that x co b Then we have to
consider the following cases
i x  b Then also x  e contradicting the assumption
ii b  x Then either e  x or ex again a contradiction
iii bx Then there exist b  B and e

 e

 b

F such that e

 e

 e

 b
and e

 x But then e

 e and hence ex
Thus we have contradictions in all cases For b  e

F  the proof is analogous
Part ii Assume x co e Once again we have three cases all of which
lead to contradictions
i x  e implies the existence of b 

Fe such that x  b
ii e  x implies b  x for all b 

Fe
iii ex implies the existence of b  B and e

 e

 b

F such that e

 e

and
e

 e e

 x But then there exists b 

Fe such that xb
Part iii Assume x co e Again we have three cases
i x  e implies x  b for all b  e

F 
	
ii e  x implies the existence of b  e

F such that x  b
iii ex implies the existence of b  B and e

 e

 b

F such that e

 e

and
e

 e e

 x But then xb for all b  e

F 
Part iv a consequence of parts i  iii 

If c

arises from c as described in the proof we write ceiic


Denition  Let 

 

N

 p

 l

 and 

 

N

 p

 l

 be two BPs of 
Then 

 

i

N

is isomorphic to an initial segment of

N


It can be shown that  is a partial order the most important result con
cerning  is
Theorem  For every system  there is  up to isomorphism  a unique
 maximal BP   

N  p l of 
Proof Analogous to Engelfriet  
By induction one nds that BPs do in fact reect the behavior of 
Theorem 	 Let   N M

 with N  S T FW  and   

N  p l
the maximal BP of  with

N  BE

F  Then for every n 	  and ev	
ery 
ring sequence M

t

iM

 i
n
 there exist c

  c
n
 SCUT S

N  and
e

  e
n
 E such that
i c

 min

N  and c

e

iic

iic
n
ii for all i    n and all b  c
i
 M
i
pb  lb
One therefore has a correspondence from markings in the system to Scuts
of the BP net in the sense that markings reachable in  can be reached in

N  in fact ii denes a pseudoring in the unfolded net that simulates the
rings in  If N is nite

 the correspondence is actually twoway ie for
every c  SCUT S

N  there is a reachable marking M
c
represented by c
 Closing Remarks
Generalized BPs exist for general net systems with arc weights and arbitrary
markings They provide an ON semantics with two particular properties it
represents both the upstream and the downstream eects of any given transi
tion and it discriminates dierent kinds of markingdependent interrelations
between occurrences There always exists a unique maximal BPwhich for
nite nets can be inductively constructed
Denition 
 extends Engelfriets denition of branching processes it is at
the same time the branching version of the executions as dened and studied
by Vogler 

in fact the claim made subsequently is valid under more general assumptions	 but 
nite
ness is already general enough to cover all practical cases

The construction of a generalized BP can  for bounded nets  equiva
lently be obtained in the following way transform the original system into
an equivalent safe system by introducing n
p
places for every place p where
n
p
is the maximal number of tokens on p and the corresponding marking
and transitions then generate the Engelfriet BP of the new system

 This
construction in full generality generates innite nets even when restricting
oneself to the !essential! nite segment it requires a lot more space and time
than the direct one we propose for constructing a generalized BP  one needs
only to introduce a new condition standing for a number of tokens on some
place when necessary Since in general not all amounts of tokens between 
and n
p
will be realized but only a few of them Denition 
 helps reduce
overhead
Turning towards applications it is already known that one can obtain a
suitable nite prex of a BP by stopping the unfolding after the occurrence of
so called cuto events These were introduced by McMillan 	 and used in
the PEPtools model checker 
 cf Graves  for the appropriate adjustment
of the denition Their approach carries over to our BPs thus model checking
of more general logics and with fewer requirements about the system becomes
possible
An unfolding equivalent to Denition 
 has independently been used
in   the full version of   where heuristic evidence is given that the
generalized unfolding may in many  if not all  cases be advantageous in
terms of complexity
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